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The Golden Knights prepare f~r the Indians - details in the Gridiron Report-p.11
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Annual Senate retreat
emphasizes teamwork
by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer

•

•

While the footbal1 team was
playing halfway across the globe in
Hawaii, Student Government senators took a trip off campus as well.
Senators ventured to St. Augustine this past weekend for the
Senate Retreat. The annual retreat
gives Senators a chance to become
familiar with others in the legislative branch - the people they must
work with in the coming year.
For three days, senators attended seminars and participated in
activities emphasizing the importance of teamwork. Members of the
SGA cabinet and UCF staff addressed both veteran and first time
Senators, discussing the SGA constitution, state Jaws concerning university student governments, parliamentary procedure, senator responsibilities and the concept of
Total Quality Management.
"I want the Senate to work as
one unit and stop politicking. This
way, the Senate can start working
for the students, something that I
have not seen Student Government
do in the last year or so," Senate

President Frank Amoros said. "i
rea11y want to start funding clubs
and organizations and make students , aware of campus activities
and other services provided by the
activity and service fee. The Senate
can accomplish so much more if we
worked together to achieve goals
that benefits the student body."
To reach this objective,
Amoros challenged senators to
spend much of the retreat finding
solutions to various campus problems. Senators sought answers to a
lack of convenient student parking
and where money gained from next
year's tuition increase would be best
spent.
"Because of the retreat, I got
a better understanding of the rules
and procedures of Senate, and I got
to know my fellow senators a lot
better. That's important because I' II
be working with these other sena- . ·
tors very closely for the next year, so
it's good to know and understand
them," Sen. Chris Gonzalez said.
Senators at Thursday's meeting wilJ elect a Senate Pro Tempore.
Mike Hess, Shannon Martin and
John Turner are the candidates for
this Senate leadership position.

UCF-alumni, Jamali, brings
his u_
nique ·art to Visual Arts
· by SAMANTHA KA TES
Contrib~ting writer

•

•

Jama1i, world renown artist
and UCF alumni, will be demonstrating his artwork in the UCF Visual Arts Building. The exhibit;
"Jamali 's Surfaces," opened Friday
October 20.
Jamali is a native of the West
Himalayas and belonged to the
Bathans Tribe where he believes his
inspiration to paint originated.
Jamali spent five years among
the Sufis in the Rajasthan desert. He
credits the Sufis dancing for his
. unique style of.painting. The Sufis
dance can "induce trance particularly in the swirling, repetitive dances
of the Sufi mystics," explains Donald
Kuspit, art expert, who will be lecturing of the exhibit November 9.
Jamali's artwork consists of
ground pigments which are applied
to a prepared canvas which he then
dances on. The pigments are then
chemical1y set to the canvas. The
result is a lush, layered surface.
photo/SAGINARIO
He combines paint, sand, deKristin Linger .and Karen Weaver critique some of Jamali's paintings on display in the
bris, twigs and leaves to create exVisual Arts Building. The exhibit w!ll be there through December.
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traordinary images.
Steve Lodz, the gallery director at UCF says, "Jamali lets go our
compulsion to define." Society has
often taught us to seek definition in
everything that we do. Jamali moves
us away from that compulsion and
gives us a "wall of illusions."
.
Jamaliexplains, "As we grow,
parents expect us to define our surroundings, therefore losing touch
with reality, it (painting) gets us
back in touch·with reality."
Jamali's purpose in his work
is tri-fold, combining culture, science, and the metaphysical in a
highly realistic, pragmatic and scientific way.
Jamali received a degree in studio art from UCF in 1980. He then
. attended University of Florida and received his master's degree in painting.
Following graduation ~movedtoNew
York City. Less then two years later, he
appeared in his first one man show on
Madison Avenue, and now his artwork
is exhibited all across the. U.S and
Europe.
The exhibit wiU be on display at
UCF until December l.
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ALL CENTRAL RORIDA
STUDENTS QUALIFY FOR
OUR EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT!

ASK ABOUT OUR
COLLEGE GRAD OR FIRST
TIME BUYER PROGRAMS!

SEE US FOR DETAILS
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Simply fill out form below and FAX it in! Quick, Easy and No Obligation!

P.RINT
l'=ULL
NAME

FIRST

MIDDLE

LAST

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

NUMBER

STREET

CITY

ZIP

BIRTHDAY
MOI DAY . YR

·1

HOW LONG

PRESENT
ADDRESS

HOME PHONE NO.
WORK PHONE NO.

I

•

-YRS.

EMPLOYED BY
0SELF
OTHER

NAME OF EMPLOYER

D

SALARY OR
DOLLARS AVAILABLE
WAGES PER MO. FOR DOWN PAYMENT

HOW LONG
- ·- -YRS.

You certify that this information is complete & accurate.
You authorize an investigative consumer report as to your
mode of living. You have a right to make a written request
within a reasonable time for a disclosure of the nature &
scope investigation requested.

a

VEHICLE DESIRED
0NEW
0USED

MAKE/MODEUYEAR
OF TRADE IN

•

CREDIT LINE REQUESTED

•
•

DATE

SIGNATURE

•
'88 TOYOTA

.CEUCA
COUPE
Automatic
S Speed, Red, low
Transmission, Air
Miies, 45K Miles
ConditioninB, Power
Per Gallon,
Steering, tereol
Reliable!
(#KN693084}
(#M03036343)

SSpeed
Transmission, Air
Conditionin~ Spoiler,
St8190, CMer
St&eringl (#J7104671)

53500 54500 54950
'91 TOYOTA

'93 MERCURY

COROLLA TRACER
4DOOR WAGON

Automatic
Air Conditioning,
Transmission, Air
Stereo Power
Conditioning, Power Steering, low Miles,
Extra Clean!
Steeri':Js Ve~
Sharp!{# 117 &)
{#MC115158)

'89NISSAN

140
SXSE

Automatic
CD Playw, Poww
Tnwianission, Air
Sull'oof, Pow• Windowl
Conditioning, Power & Loeb, New 60 Serial
St&ering, Stereo, low
Tres, Cruise Con11'oH
Mileal (tPR630400)
(IKW010899)

'89TOYOTA

COROLLA
DX
Auto., Airt!wr
Steenng, loth
Seats, Stereo,
1 Of A Kind!
(#K3213235)

5550 55850 55900
'94 FORD

ESCORT
LX

'94 TOYOTA

4 Door, Utility
Vehicle, Air
Conditioning, FuH-

Automatic
Tr111ani11ion, Air

'94MAZDA

'92 DODGE

MX·3
COUPE

CARAVAN

S Speed, Air
Conditioning,
Stereo, New Tires,
Sporty!
(#NE092379)

8950 58950 59500

SE

'95 MAZDA

'95 MAZDA

'94 MAZDA

MX-6
COUPE

6~6

'95 MAZDA

MX-6
V-6

MPV
V-6

4800 Original Miles,
Factory Spoiler,
Power Sunroof,

Air, Auto. Trana.,
Power Windows,
Locks & Steering,
Local Owner!
(#LNB16644)

5

Teal Green,
Automatic Trana.,
Power Sunroof,

LX

•

'91 TOYOTA

CAMRY .
4DOOR

Automatic
Automatic
Transmission, Air
Transmission,
Conditioning, Power
Power Windows,
Windows & Locks,
Power Locks,
Stereo!
(#MU370522)
Stereo! (#RR110475)

6100 56700 SJtOO 57300
'91 ISUZU

•

Air Conditionin/li
Bedliner, Rebut
Engine, Extra
Clean!
{#KUA89439)

5

5

TROOPER COROLLA
V-6
SEDAN

Automatic
Transmission, Air
Conditioning, Power
Windows & Locks, Fully
Serviced! (tK0078564)

Forest Green, Dual
Air Conditioning,
Power Windows,
loaded!

(tS01oen6}

'92 TOYOTA

'92 MAZDA

'95 NISSAN

CAMRY
LE

MPV
V-6

Forest Green, Power
Sunroof, U~graded
Stereo, ower

Auto., Dual Air, Power
Windows & Locks,
Cruise, 2-Tone Paint,

ALTIMA
GXE

'95 MAZDA

'93GMC

PROTEGE TYPHOON
LX
UTILITY VEHICLE

Auto. Trana., Power
Black, leather,
Windows & Loeb,
S~ort Vehicle
Balance Of Factory
W eels, Power
Warranty, 3 To
Windows & locks,
Chooatl
Cruise! (#P0811054)

Green, Power
Windows, Power
Locks, Woodgrain

•
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•
•

•
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_Amanda Moss reported that
someone r~moved her purse from the
lobby in the theatre on Oct. 8.
William Zeits reported that
someone stole his bike on Oct. 5 from
the UCF Arena.

,

ARRESTS

A 19-year-oldwhitemalewas
arrested and charged with driving
while undertheinfluenceon Oct. 14
at 1:50 a.m.

A 23-year-old white male was
arrested and charged with driving
with a suspended licence and not
having the assigned tag for his vehicle on Ocl. 11 at I 0:20 p.m.

A 19-year-oldwhitemalewas
arrested and charged with driving
while underthe influence on Oct. 14 .
at2:00 a.m.

An 18-year-old white male
was arrested and charged with bat• tery at a Sigma Alpha Epsilon party
on Oct. 8 at I :20 a.m. after he
headbutted another person.

A26-year-oldwhitemalewas
arrested and charged with driving
while under the influence on Oct. I 9
at 2:30a.m.

•

An I 8-year-old white male
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence on Oct. 7 at
~ 2:20 a.m.

A 19-year-oldwhitemalewas

arrested and charged with driving
while under the influence on Oct. 14
at 1:50 a.m.

A 34-year-old white female
was arrested and charged with driving while her licence was suspended
on Oct. 5 at 3:45 p.m.

THEFTS

"

Mathew Kol ton reported that
someone removed his parking decal
on Oct. 11.

A26-year-old whitemalewas
arrested on Oct. 19 at 2:30 a.m. for
driving ·under the influence and
possession of more than 20 grams of
marijuana (139 grams).

•

Nancy Barton reported that
someone entered her vehicle and
stole her purse valued at$ I 00.

A22-year-old white male was
·arrested and charged with battery
after he repeatedly shoved another
person and refused to leave a ATO
party on Oct. 18 at 2:45 a.m.
~

~

.~

~'·

Alicia Johnson reported that
someone took $40 cash from her
wallet that was in her unattended
book bag.
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Melissa Outer reported that
someone stole her wallet from her
purse which was located on a table
near her on Oct. 6.
Ismael Morales reported that

someone stole his backpack from the
second flooroftheBusinessAdministration Building on Oct. 6. Value of
belongings was approximately $1900.

David Bradford reported that
someone took a memory module
from a computer in room #240A of
building #12.

Barbara Crable reported that
someone removed her parking decal
on Oct. 5.

Thomas Beard reported that
someone stole his tudent decal off
of his car in Jot A-6.

Valerie Ried reported that
someone pushed down her back window to her car and removed a musical
instrument (Baritone) valued at $850
on Oct. 5.

Brenda LaMon reported that
someone stole her clothes from a
dryer in the UCF laundry room on
Oct. 14. Value of clothes is $400.
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Custom PC Systerris • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs

DELUXE SYSTEMS

-- ---------- ---------------- ---- ---- ----- ---- -------- --- --

Pentium-100/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-90/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-66/ 8 MB RAM
486DX4·100/ 8 MB RAM
486DX2·80/ 8 MB RAM

$1,759
$1,649
$1,399
$1,279
$1,249

Ir·-·- - - -.-·-·-·CUSTOMIZATIONS
-·-·-- - ·- - - -·- ----·-·- --· - --- ·-·- - -·- -·-·-·- -.- -·
8 to 16 RAM- 486
8 to 16 RAM- Pent
1.2 MB Floppy Drive
Diamond Stealth 64
850 MB Hard Drive
1275 MB-Hard Drive
Quad Multimedia Kit
420 MB Tape Drive
800 MB Tape Drive

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

270
280

Trackrnan
Mid-Tower Case
Combo Floppy
17" CTX 1765GM
15" Mitac 1564
14.4 Fax Modem
Flightstick
280 VA UPS
Surge Arrest w/tel

47
80
40
90
279
169
199

Deluxe Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, RAM, 540 MB. HOD, 1.44 MB floppy Drive, VLB IDE
2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB VLB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard,
Case w I 250 Watt Power Supply, Windows '95, Microsoft Mouse

50% off Upgrade Labor with this Ad.
Quad Speed Kit
279
Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 129 _ Sound Biaster AWE32 289
Double Speed CD-ROM 79
Sound Blaster 16 IDE
84
80 Watt Speakers
69
79
LABTEC PC Speakers 19
Quad Speed CD ROM 179 . ~ound Blaster Pro Dix
Great Prices
Choose from our selection of CD titles

7359 Lake Underhill Road

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

(At the corner of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax:
(407) 658-9615

'l.-:t!

National Furniture ~
· & B e dd•1ng·-. "Sleep Cheap"
~

j:

1520 E. SR 436, Fern Park

407-332-8335
, - - -t3•l•J:J.Ja;l'Mlll;IB

I

'tijj~~t

4 Pc. Bedroom Sets

: .' Dresser .'Chest

I,

- -

.' Mim>r .' Bed Frame

s14444 :
I

.

_____
_
___
_
_ _ -1
Exp.
1o-31-95
Reg.
$299

1'13•lil:l•la;l#•llli;l3•>' ,<3•lll4•1a;!gOI!IIi'§ih 'Cii•lllil'la;i:MJ!!;l::J•~
New
I~
Sofa &
II
I

I
I
'I
· 1
I

Recliners
Reg. $199

$9999

II
II
11
II

FREE

Loveseat

Reg. $599

$39555

~

II
·
II
Set~Up &
1 t Local Delivery
J I With $399 purchase

I
I
1
I

, - ~;!,D-3_!:11:_ _, , - ~P.:_!°:!!·!.:. _" "_ ~P~O;:!!-~ _,

, - ™lit•1114.1a;14.11u;gur - ', - .,,.,,,4•U•;t:t•tifl;J3tJ-=-'

:
I
:

Dine!~~- Sets
f~LJF~·.~

1.

'~ ~~ . ~:

$17555·.

::

New

II .

~aybed.s

:

~~

,

::complete~VWi

$24848

I,1~1~
Exp.
Reg. II Exp.
_ _ _ _ _ _ .J3L9,, ~!!s____ ~ _

I
:

I
_!~,
Reg.

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
Until Robots replace Humans
... your plasma will always be needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intra venous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

c:
:::II

"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

Add 79
Add 30
Add 61
Add 450
Add 110
Add 54
Add 39
Add 105
Add 25

<"

C'D

Inside of
Apt. Hunters

j
12227 University Blvd.• (407)658-2444
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What can UCF do to improve student turnout at football games?

•

•

RECRUITMENT DAY
SPONSORED BY THE UCF CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
Indiana University School of Public & Environmental Affairs

...............

l

~

~· .: ~
· "-:)

~

ci.
CT

~ Industrial Relations ~ter-Universify of Minnesota

~~ Kaplan Test Prep.
~ Mercer University School of Law

J;.:, ';

~ ~

~~

~

lO"I'

~

'

.

Midwestern Univmity
~
Colleg. School of Law
~National-Louis University

TitvV

U~ ~

Appalachian State: Univemty
Barry Univmity
Baylor University
Boston University School of law
California School of Professional Dentist
Crummer Graduate School of Business-Rollins Colkge
Culinary Institute
Cumberland Sdiool of law
Emory University School of Law
Florida State University School of l...tw

Miuissippi

New England School of L..w

No.ti.an llinois Univasity Coll.s• of Law
Nova Southeastern
Nova SoutheAstern School of Businas & Entrepreneurship
Cltio College of Podiatric Medidne
Cltio Northan Univmity
Paa University School of L..w
Roger Williams University School of LAw
Saint Louis University School_of L•w
Seton Hall University School of Law
Southan Methodist University
Southern Methodist School of Law
St. Thomas Univmity

Uni~ty

St. Thomas School of law

WHERE: Student Center Green

e

•

St~ University School of Law
Suffolk University Law School
Temple University School of Law
Thundobird-ArMrican Graduate School of International
Management

Tularw: law School
University of Daytona School of law
Univmity of Florida Coll~e of law
U. F. Urban & Rqional Planning
U. F. Minority Relations
University of Miami School of Law
U. of M.-Graduate Business School
Univasity of Missouri-Columbia
University of Orlando School of Law
University of Pennsylvania School of Social Worlc
Univasity of South Florid.
Wake f-orrst University
Washington &ltt- U,U:,mity School of L..w
Western New England College-School of L..w

•

50 SO FAR, AND MORE TO COME... ,

TIME: 1 O:OOam - 2:00pm

For further information, Contact the Career Resource Genter, Administration Building room 124, phone number 823-2361

e
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Mind-body link could be key
to sexual arousal for women
ity) were monitored during the experiments. A sensor inserted in the
Special to the Future
vagina also measured blood volA woman's mind and body ume. An increased flow of blood to
must work together to effect sexual the vagina is an indicator of sexual
arousal and response, according to arousal.
studies by a University of Minne"Whenweshowedthem these
sota researcher.
edge-of-your-seat kind of films, the
"It's a positive spiral - your sympathetic ~ctivity enhanced rather
thoughts affect your body, your body than inhibited their sexual arousal,"
affects your thoughts," said Eileen Palace said. ''This suggests that some
Palace, a professor in the Depart- of the techniques we've been using
ment of Psychology.
for the last 30 years may have been
In some respects the studies counterproductive."
Palace refers to the methods
contradict common beliefs about
based on the belief that relaxation,
what arouses people.
Palace, unlike many research- not excitement, is conducive to
ers, chose to look at female, not arousal.
In addition to general stimumale, sexual dysfunction. Her studies examined women who had sexual lation, the women needed to believe
difficulties. These included low they were capable of being aroused.
sexual desire, low arousal or pain During experiments, Palace showed
during sex and inability to achieve some of the subjects charts which
orgasm.
led the women to believe that they
The studies found that a two- were demonstrating a higher level
fold approach - generally physi- of sexual response than they actuological stimulation plus increased a11y were.
mental expectations of arousal- is ·
The belief they were becomsuccessful in increasing sexual re- ing more aroused resulted in women
actually increasing their responses_,
sponse.
In the studies, watching ex- sometimes within 30 seconds.
citing, but not erotic, films gave the
"That's how fast your mind
women a physiological "jump- can affect your body - within 30
start." These films were followed seconds you've changed your thinkby films with sexual content.
ing and your body changes to
Thesubjects's heart rate, res- match," Palace said.
piration and other physiological rePalace said women need this
sponses (called sympathetic activ- feedback because they Iack the cues

by MARCO BUSCAGLIA

'

,

,

,

ill.

'/l,

that men have concerning theirown
sexual arousal. "For men, there' s a
really high correspondence between
their minds and their bodies," she
said:
For example, a man's erection provides proof of physical
arousal. Women lack these kinds of
cues. For women with poor sexual
function, scientific feedback may
serve to provide visible positive reinforcement in sexual therapy.
Palace has been studying female sexual functions for more than
I 0 years, since she was a doctoral
student at the University of British
Columbia.
She teaches courses in human - sexuality, which include a
3000-level course she developed
herself. Her university-funded research is conducted in her Elliot
Hall laboratory
The facility is designed to be
comfortable and non-intimidating
for subjects, Palace said. "We don't
wear Jab coats, we don't have white
walls, you don'tfeel like you have a
thousand wires sticking out of you."
Palace conducts her research
on a broad range of women, not just
university students, and stresses the
need form ore research into women's
sexual functioning.
However, she said her re-

ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177

• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFf BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

! FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI

,Ji2lt.~t1l~~

I Of equal or Lesser Value I
Iwith coupon. Expires 11/15 I

yJiJJ~:~~~!~9ci.~:

http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
PHILLIPS HALL115
281-4438

St. Joseph's
Catho[ic Church
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday-Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.

• ' , ,,

CHEVRON

Chevron

. ·FOOD MART

Corsages
$5.00 each.

AT THE CORNER OF
ALAFAYA TRAIL & UNIVERSITY BLVD.

with coupon

===

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

I-FREE-,

: Buy 1 Cut Flower :
Get 1 Free

·

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web

We wire
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE

I

see SEX, page 6

UCF Sfllde1i.ts

Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!

.
1

for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

275-0841

University Floral & . Gift Shoppe'.
YO~

Internet Access Special

DELI HOURS: 8am-:-6pm 7 days a week

+
•

L _Excluclin&B~s- _J Beat the Mid-Week Blues

take

Fresh Fruit Salad
Made Daily

32oz UCF
College Mugs

s1.se

HOT SPECIAL

NEW!

69C

Parrot Ice Fresh
Frozen.Fruit Drink

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

14oz 89C
I
I

I
I

: ~bester-Fried Chicken :
I

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

:
I

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
•

The answer to the test question .

M

I

Chicken Dinner :

_______________
..~
•
I

1 ~~~· FREE 22oz. fountain drink1
Chevron, MCT,VISA, American Express

AOOEPTEb

IL

Limit one coupon per person.
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The Greek Column
Lara E. Gilley
Greek columnist

You might be busy, but take a minute to see if someone from your fraternity or sorority
does a lot to help out their fellow UCF students. So many students work long hours to help the
countless clubs and organizations of UCF. Many find the time to participate in fraternity and
sorority events as well. Homecoming events do not plan themselves you know. A lot these
individual's work goes unnoticed most of the time, so this is the chance that some have to get
a small thanks. Trus is for all the effort they make with their time, patience, creativity and
whatever extra they do at UCF
This past Saturday marked the fifth annual CEL (Consultants For Effective Leadership)
Etiquette Dinner. This event included a mocktail hour, six course meal and etiquette training.
Beth Epstein was in charge of the elaborate event and even on her twenty-first birthday said,
"I like knowing what is going on, getting involved and making the most of my college
experience." Epstein has also been the Graphics Coordinator for Student Government and
Special Events Director for CAB. In 1994, she was aw~rded the Carol Crockett -Campus
Involvement award by her sorority, Pi Beta Phi.
·
For one reason or another it takes students more time to get their degree from UCF. For
Patrick Nurse, of Kappa Sigrna, it appears that being soi nvol ved on campus caused him to reach
his fifth and final year. After a time of being so involved and being called upon day and night,
the stress can take its toll on a person. "The more I do, the more I am able to juggle everything,"
says Nurse. "And I like working with people."
Nurse began his freshman year as President of P.A.R.T.Y., a group that deals in alcohol
responsibility. Last year hemade the Orientation Team, and he has also spentpartofhiscollege
years in two terms with the Senate. Presently, he is Associate Spirit Advocate for the student
government. His job is to get people informed of events on campus and to help get attendance
up for athletic events as well as promote spirit and tradition at UCF. Another goal for Nurse is I
to get attendance up for the women's athletic events.
:
After having spent all of this time at UCF Nurse says, "It is the best feeling in the world
having someone thank you for the he)_p you've given them."
Chris Kozlowski, the vice-presidentof Pi Kappa Alpha, is also the DirectorofMarketing
for the UCF Student Government. Recently, he h~s also been involved with CAB Special
Events and various other committees. "I really don't have that much free time to myself."
However, Kozlowski manages to keep things together. "I live by a planner.My life is structured
·
hour by ho~r."
But why would someone want to put themselves through all of this pressure all of the
time? "I love helping out the students," admits Kozlowski. "I love being there for anyone that
needs anything. Anyway I can help, I will."
Another person who likes to help and keep very busy is Melissa Lawrance, a Zeta Tau
Alpha sister. Lawrance is the Social Chair for Zeta and the Awards Chair for Panhellenic. For
the Student Government, she is the Directorof Public Relations and Communications. Yo_u may
see her column to students in the Central Florida Future for SGA. "The more I get involved
with school, the more I like it," Lawrence confesses. What she enjoys the most out of her many
ways she helps UCF is being a tour guide. With all of this to do she still manages to work at
Kelseys part time and maintain a3.5 GPA. "It's just the way I've always been," Lawrance says.
"I love to have a lot of acrivities and different things to do."
Is there a question you have about anything to do with Greeks and cannot find the answer?
- - - E-mail me, and I will find the answers for you.lgilley@skynet.oir.ucf.edu

•

. The Solutions
Are Awaiting You.
Would you like to move a city through the challenges of urban revitalization?
Think you can he1p build a newly forming democratic society in
Easter.1;1 Europe? Want to be the budget director of the
U.S. Department of Labor? How about playing a major role in
: ·ensuring a clean water supply for the future?

The world is changing. It's~ whole new landscape of ideas, cultures, policies,
and problems. You can be part of it. A degree from the School of Public and
Environmental Affairs at Indiana University can propel you into the thick of
policymaking, management, and environmental science.
Ranked in the top three of all public management,
nonprofit management or environmental programs,
the School of Public and Environmental Affairs is unique.
Investigate our degree programs.
Before you know it, you'll be involved.

Master of Public Affairs
Master of Scienci"in
Environmental Science
Ph.D. in Public Policy
Ph.D. in Public Affairs
Ph.D. in Environmental Science

...

School of Public
and Environmental Affairs
Graduate Programs, SPEA 260
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405-2100
l-'800-765-7755
speainfo@mdiana.edu
http: / /www.indiana.edu/-speaweb/index.html

SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
AFFAIRS

Indiana University is an Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Institution.
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A special dental care.offe°r for UCF stiuienis...

9274 (4 BITEWINGS)

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices_ Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 12131195

UCF TEAM DENTIST
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Welcome to East Orlando Dental..
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
·
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive expe1ience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Dnve
At the comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando .
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Mind-body link is
critical to fulfilling sex
from SEX, page 5

search has implications beyond the
field of sexual therapy. Understanding the mind-body link, she said,
furthers understanding of many facets of health.
"If you can find a way to
change what your mind is doing to
your body, you can come up with
new kinds of approaches to all kinds
of difficulties, both psychological
and medical," Palace said.

The Campus Activities Board
Student Government Association
arid
· ·The Hispanic American Student Association ~
presents
·~
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·Edward ames Olmos
_UCF Arena
October 27, ·1995 ·
7:00
P.M.
University .of Central Florida
.

Free .Admission With Canned Food Item
for information call
(407) 823~6471 or (407) 823~2716
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Child molesters welComed
TELL ME A~Mi~HTY ONc

My, what a double standard
we have. Just recently, we saw a
local case in which a young man
was arrested for a sexual offense
allegedly perpetrated on a young
boy. At the prospect of the perpetrator being released to the custody of
his father, the entire neighborhood,
if not local broadcast range, was
completely enraged.
This is not an isolated area.
Various ploys in recent years have
ranged from local neighborhoods
picketing or putting signs in the
yards of these sex offenders. Further steps include local law enforcement officers ~oing door to door
alerting the townspeople that a convicted sex-offender is about to be
released, to publishingphotos of the
criminals in newspapers.
We hate those sex offenders,
don't we? Vile, scum-of-the-earth
perverts! I don't think there's any
group of people so hated as
pedophiles, to the point that we all
have in our heads the gruesome
picture of some fat slob of a man,
who likes the neighborhoodJdds to
ca11 him "UncJe-something,~' who
has two days growth on his beard
and the STTiell of MD20/20 .6ri his
breath as he laughs a wicked laugh.
And rightfully so, as this mental illness has its ·victim the most
helpless of us all - the innocent
children. No other act of immorality
or unlawful act has such far reaching effects on its victims.It's rape of

the worst degree.
Perhaps making it even more
frightening to our society are the
secret clubs and publications that
occasionally surface. The news reports finding issues of "child love"
make any decent citizen's hair stand
on end. We'dall loveitifthisscourge
disappeared from the face of the
earth.
But not this time.
In Chicago, a Roman Catholic priest, as reported 'by AP, who
had been suspended 18 months ago
for molesting two boys asked for
forgiveness from his parishioners.
Local members .of a support group
of former abusees protested his return. Other members of the parish
···
boycotted.
In a show of penitence, the
priest fought tears as he told the
parish of his nightmare. According
to the AP report, "He defiantly said
he was not a child molester, adding
later that ·'something occurred that
should not have occurred."'
I'll say! ·
I don't know what's worse, the
fact that the Priest has been allowed to
retumorthathishour-longsennonwas
repeatedly interrupted by standing ovations from more than 500 parishioners.
He said his doctor told him he was not
a pedophile.
Yeah, right
I wonder why, then, he is barred
from being alone with children. But the
larger question is, why is this mall'
allowed to return to the parish and pose
as a man of.God?
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Forgive me, for I'm a recovering ~olic
I'm not big on organized religion. For some reason, it's never
really wet my whistle. Upon witnessing some of the mindless depravity that some people are capable of in America, however, I'm
starting to think thatgoingto church,
though ostensibly a boring waste of
time, might have some beneficial
side effects. Allow me to explain.
I was raised Catholic. Consider yourselflucky if you weren't.
No other religion that I've encountered revels so much in al;megation,
self-flagellation and doom-saying
than my mystical alma mater.
Growing up Catholic is a harrowing experience from which some
people sadly never recover. It seems
that kids need to first have the crap
scared out of them and then be subjected to long periods of stultifying
boredom. Don't know what I mean?
Then I'll elaborate.
Catholic churches. really go
all out in the gross..:out factor with
children. For instance, they can't
just have a nice, simple brass cross.
No, instead we get a gruesome effigy of Christ in the throes of agony.
At my childhood church, the priests
would herd us gleefully up front to
check out the life-sized crucifix. I
remember the painted crimson gore
on the messiah's limbs. his feet impaled by what looked like railroad
spikes a:nd his miracle-working
hands twisted in blOOdy claws.Blood
gushed from the spear wound in his
delicate-looking chest.
On poor Jesus' head was
rammed the thorn crown, which
looked very uncomfortable. Rivulets of red ran down his sacred countenance, his lips were curled in a
grimace of pain, and his eyes gazed
forlornly to the darkened ceiling.
"It's all your fault, kid," that face
said, and when you're six or seven,
they make it seem like it was you
who'd been pounding away at those
spikes. I was under the distinct impression that since I rarely said my
prayers and hated going to church, it
was o·nly a matterof time before the
devil would be eating my soul.
The church has the most tests
to weed out the free-thinking. A
Catholic mass is an exercise in such

colossal .boredom that it defies .the
imagination. I'm ~ure .that somehow this is sheer rapture for the
mindlessly faithful, but ·it's trau··
matic to a kid.
The seating in a church such
as this is',an equal challenge to the
human spirit. Pews are constructed
of what seems to be some ancient
kind of adamantine wood, perhaps
p~trified, guaranteed to make the
muscles of the upper legs, buttocks
and lower back scream like demons
for release. Reliefis graciously given
in the fonn of repeated kneeling in a
posture reminiscent of certain In-

Guin, in a sneaky
kind of way, is quite
good at making

people responsible.
quisitional techniques.
What's more, Catholic
churches are built to ensure the least
possible interesting stimuli for the
parishioner. Gothic imagery, never
known for its snazzy feel-good appeal, quickly tires the eye; as a kid,
I was reduced to watching a fly
groom itself or someone surreptitiously picking his nose.
I suppose that the backlit
stained glass in such a place could
be inspirational to some, but to me it
only signified that outside it was
sunny, and here I was inside, trapped.
This ordeal doesn't end with
the conclusion of the mass. No, sir.
Afterwards, while everyone else is
out playing pick-up football on a
Sunday afternoon, the Catholic kid
is subjected to at least an hour of
Sunday School, presided over by
several fun-loving nuns. These lovable characters entertained us with
such en! ightening activities as Com.,.•

J._

-
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plete Silence, Martyr Recitation and
Proper Prayer Procedure. By the
time you're Jet out of this guJag, the
simple Joy of bei.ng a kid has been
utterly scoured from the soul.
·
And if all this isn't enough,
there's sti.11 the ultimate specter of
Catholic indoctrination to deal with:
the confessional. This is an experience that borders on the horrible.
Enclosed in a darkened, claustrophobic box, a kid is to reveal his
most egregious behavior to a shadowy figure with heavy breath separated from touch by only a flimsy
screen. If this is not fodder for
pederastic nightmares, nothing is ..
I, myself, took a stand and
surrendered the confessional at the
age of I 5, when after relating my
expected kid crimes ("Forgive me; I
have sinned; I hit my brother; I
cheated on the math test,"), the voice
said, "and what about your sexuality?"
Growing up with the Catholic church amounted. to a gatmtlet of
guilt on the shoulders of a fairly
naive kid. And it is here that I finally
reach the point of this column.
Guilt, ultimately, is good. Not
in bucket loads like the church
doused me with, but in measurable
quantities, and it appears, increasingly,youngpeopledon 'treally have
enough of it in their lives.
When I was a kid, there were
things I would never consider doing,
because a) I'd get spanked, and b) I'd
have to live with my conscience. Guilt,
in a sneaky kind of way, is quite good
at making people responsible.
Of course, I'm not quite sure
how to instill guilt in somelxxly whose
beenbereftofittheirentirelife.Educate
him? Preach to him? Beat him? I confess (ha!) that I don't have that answer.
If, however, someone does find
a method of administering guilt to the
morally-bankrupt, have them see me;
they can have some of mine. I've got
plenty to go around.
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Hey, I didn't pick the label; they did - I just use iL

}

"You Realize, Of Course,
That This Means War... "
-Bugs Bunny
Ouch! Give me some bandages for my bleeding heart.
As regular readers of this page
know, Joseph Nadeau, the Not-Soliberal columnist, has recently
given mea verbal enema about what
he feels is an attack on him and
people like him. My response?
See your optometrist IMMEDIATELY.
To first address a pertinent
issue: Joseph calls bigoted religious
chauvinists "pseudo-Christians" or
false conservative Christians. I simply call them conservative Christians. Always have. What Joseph
considers real conservative Christians I considermoderate Christians.
In many different columns, I have
made such statements as "Your religion is not the problem. You are."
Heck, Joseph even quoted one of
those instances. So what's the problem? Are you not capable of understanding the meaning or context in
which words are used? I find it hard
to believe that you are only capable
of a one-dimensional understanding of the things I've said.
You claim to have read many
of my columns, but either you have
not read them thoroughly or you
only see what you want to see. Must
I spel I things out for you every s.ingle
time? I'm sorry if you misunderstood whatlsaid, but I'll continue to
use the term conservative Christians to refer to people such as Fred
Phelps,JesseHelms,RalphReed,et

in school were done in spite of the
Constitution, not because of it. It's
al. This is how they identify them- about time that people understood
selves, and until people such as Jo- that the Constitution is the law of the
seph Nadeau (i.e. moderate Chris- land, not the Bible. The Bible only
tians who represent mainstream applies to those who choose to beAmerica) wrestle that label away lieve in it. The Constitution applies
from them, I'll con- - - - - - - - - - • to all Americans, retinue to use it. I've
gardless of religion.
never had a probPoint number
lem with moderate Un
three: As for the continuedassaultbyconChristians,andlstill
servative Rqublidon't. And with re- •
gard to conservative 15
cans on the ConstituRepubl icans, it is
tion,Ihavecitedspenot the fiscal concific instances previservatives I have a
111
ously in which conproblem with.
servatives have as·
saulted freedom of
Point number
two: There is no
speechthroughbookundeclared war
banning, as well as
againstChristianity. - - - - - - - - - - instancesoftheirconThis is a propaganda tool manufac- tempt for the constitutional protectured by conservative Christians (re- tion from illegal search and seizure
fer to the above definition of conser- by such noted conservative Repubvative Christian) so that they may licans as Congressman Bill
continue to force Christianity on McCollum and Volusia County
non-Christians. The Constitution al- Sheriff Bob Vogel.
FORE! Joseph accuses liberlows us the freedom to practice the
religion of our choice, not to be als (in a reverse kind of way) of
forced to practice the relfgion of the other things such as pushing for
majority. Not only that, it guaran- race-baiting, forced assimilation and
tees us the freedom from religion as welfare. OK, maybe we are responwell. Things such as forced prayer sible for welfare, butsomeofuscare

As a Generation X' er with no
idea what it means to be a Generation X'er, last Christmas I felt it
necessary to ask for a pair o(
rollerblades.
Watching skaters glide effortlessly around campus, I thought it
looked easy. I figured that in-line
skating would come naturally to
me, just as walking did . There is,
however, one significant difference
between walking and rollerblading,
namely the wheels.
Maybe I was hoping that the
wheels would roll one way and one
way only. All that I'd have to do is
move my legs back and forth, like
cross-country skiing. However, in
all actuality, the wheels on
rollerblades are extremely prone to
rolling BOTH ways, so if you're
struggling your, way up a hill and
then decide to take a brief rest, you
could easily find yourself zipping
downhill backwards at an unbelievably high rate pf speed. The only
way I know how to recover from
this problem is to 1.) fall down, and
2.) wait fo~ the paramedics to come.
So, on Christmas morning,
with a look of feigned surprise, I
unwrapped the rollerblades. (I use
the term "rollerblade" generally and
am not giving the Rollerblade Corporation any free publicity. My

cause it was a comfortable tempera-,
ture and, more importantly, no one
could see me. If there's one thing I
\learned that day, it's that falling on
a can of spray paint can leave a nasty
bruise.
Laterthat week, I thought that
skates are NOT Rollerblade(TM) I was ready to take the next step in
brand. In fact, they look as though rollerblading - going outside.
they should have a picture of the Don't think that I just walked out in
Power Rangers on them.)
broad daylight and started to masNote: I am going to attemptto terfully skate around the neighboruse the phrase "being as how."
hood. No, sir. I O!llY went out at
Being as how I never learned · night, relying on the notion that
to rollerskate, Ididn'thave a clue as without light, no one could see me.
to how to go anywhere in The darkness did pose a problem in
rollerblades, so in an uncharacteris- thatl couldn't see any obstacles in
tic move, I o p e n e d - - - - - - - - - - myway,suchaspotup the instruction
holes the size of a
cow. Several weeks
booklet. The cover
on the instruction
went by, and my
book looked promskills did not imising enough. It had
prove. (Although I
colorphotographsof
did personally test,
people skating in
with my head, the
beautiful parks and
relative firmness of
smoothly gliding - - - - - - - - - - each of my neighdown gently sloping wooded roads. hors' driveways.)
It didn't, however, have a phpto of a
Every time I went to UCF, I
guy standing in his living room with was astonished to see people zoom
rollerbladeson his feetand a baffled by me and weave in and out of
people. They smoothly and fluidly
look on his face.
Strangely enough, the instruc- glided, looking as though they barely
tions hardly even mentioned how to exerted any energy whatsoever.
skate. It primarily focused on how Meanwhile, when I tried to skate, it
to stop. Leaming to stop was the looked as though I was running from
least of my worries, as I was mainly Godzilla, wildly flailing my arms
cohcerned with maintaining my and pumping my legs in a very
balance and not falling into the cof~ dramatic, yet comical, fashion.
I even went so far as to rent a
fee table. After skimming the instruction booklet, I went where all rollerblading video cassette. Again,
the great rollerbladers learn: the they used up most of the tape talking
garage. I was sure that the garage about safety equipment and stopwas the best place to practice be- ping techniques, with little empha-

Ifs time people
derstood tha
t
the Constitution
the law of the
land, not the
Bible.......e a1·b1e
only applies to
those who
believe in il

I only went out at
night, relying on
the notion that
without light, no
one could see me.

about poor children who might
starve to death without the absurdJy
large check their welfare-queen
mother gets every month. So sue
me. And yes, there are some Ji berals
who can be just as intolerant and unAmerican as conservative Christians, but let's not forget the things
that liber?IS and liberal thought have
accomplished:
We secured for women the
right to vote. We're still trying to get
the idea across that women are equal
to men, but conservative Christians
fight us every step of the way. Heard
.
of the group Promise Keepers?
We passed the Civil Rights
Amendment of 1968, over the votes
of noted conservative Republicans,
such as Senator Jesse Helms, who
proudly voted against it. His longtime Senate crony, Senator Strom
Thurmond, even ran for Congress
in 19~8 on a platform he entitled,
"Segregation Forever!"
We successfully persuaded
the Supr,eme Court to uphold the
Constitution by bann.ingforcedpraying in public schools.
I'll close with an excerpt from
Joseph's column: "I'm waiting for
Pan to write a column that accuses
me of being a member of the KKK
or Posse Comitatus." If you closely
read my columns, you'd know tha.t .
I'd never write such a column unless you, yourself, provide me with
the ammunition to do so. Oh, I almost forgot: God Bless Conservative Christians. No group ever
needed it more.

The reason John Cochran fires
the pot ofracism and hate is because the
more he can make it boil, the more
powerful he becomes. He luxuriates in
that power. For it is to be noted that if
there is peace and tranquility, love instead of hate, he becmnes powerless
and is not needed. He wants empowerment,just as his other black brothers of
hate: Louis Farrakhan, Kahid
Muhammed, Malcom X and others
whodarecall themselves ''Reverends."
Don'tbefooled. Thesemenhavepicked
up the banner of racism and made it ·
their flag. They do not seek justice, as
once might have been their cause. They
have taken theircauseoverboard, tasted
power and have become drunk with it.
They create racism and hate wherever
and whenever they can, causing good
whites and blacks to suffer their sickness.
Perhaps, what Furhman should
have said is that all leaders who preach
hate should be lined up and shot. For
they are your Hiders.
And what of Furhman? This
man is also sick. I do not contjone
Furhman;s actions. Despite the fact
that Furhman was a police officer, I
would like to point out that they have
facets in their lives other than the dufy
to uphold the law.
A police officer doesn't deal
with good whites, he deals with bad
whites.Not good blacks, but bad blacks.
Not good Hispanics, but bad Hispanics. He deals with the bottom of the
sis on HOW to move. I would have barrel for the most part. And he does it
to rate the acting in this tape as . dayafterday,yearafteryear.Howlong
slightly worse than pitiful. It was • can a man d~ with dirt before he
pretty obvious that the host was not · becomes dirty? .
a trained actor; I could tell this be- · ·
This man fights the Jekyll and
cause he NEVER looked at the cam- Hyde in himselfdaily. This is one tough
era. (Tip to aspiring actors: Some- job.Mostofthesemenandwoinenare
times, you've just got to look. into heroes. And yes, a few go bad. That
the camera.) .
doesn't give anybody the right tocru.:.
After I watched the tape, lfinally cify our whole system of justice.
realized that it was hopeless. My
Racism is racism. Hate is hate!
rollerblading career was over. Now, It'sinthemind-themostdangerous
my skates sit in the closet amongst place it can be. You can't dress it up,
other forgotten items, like three metric , period.
tons of baseball cards and hundreds of
·
AU we can do is fight the battle
forgotten board games, such as Opera- of evil within ourselves every day, in
tion. You never know, maybe some- everythingwedo.Denounceallpreachday I'll play Operation again. I never ers of hate, and we can have a better
could get that pencil out of that poor tomorrow.
guy's arm, By the way. How does one
get a pencil stuck in his arm? That's a
-Lenny Hodera, author of a
column all in itself.
play on racism, Wake Up Call:

O Pat Fox, Opinion Editor, responds to ·
Peter Maxwell's letter - why gays have to
come out.

o

Alana Kelly, the Female Side - NASA
and the Challenger disaster.

o

Joseph Nadeau- what the_GOP ought
to be doing about the budget.

The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
articles. Submissions may be brought to our offices on disk, faxed
to823-9495,orE-mailedtotheeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or,
if you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.com.
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PERSONAL

OOLLEGE
1995: Williams has played a
major role in the UCF secondary.
As a unit, the Golden Knights
allow the opposition to pass for
less than 183 yards a game. As
leader of the special teams,
WilJiams showed his ability to
make the big play when he
blocked a punt late in the game
against Liberty and gave the
Golden Knights' offense an
opportunity to ice the game.
1994: Spent much of the season at
the third tailback spot. He carried
the ball 17 times for 143 yards, an
average of 8.4 yards per carry.
1993: After starting three games
in the Oklahoma State backfield,
the two-year letterman was
forced to miss most of the
season due to injury.

Major. Criminal Justice
D.O.B.: Feb. 23, 1972
Favorite NFL team: Cowboys
Persona] Highlight: "I blocked a
punt against Liberty that gave us a
chance to put points on the board.
It was good to do something that
contiibuted to the team."
Team Outlook: "About the second
WILLIAMS game of the season was a turn aroond
for our_entire team. Our new coaches
Ull
built up our confidence in them with
Graduated from Ft. Lauderdale's
the schemes they put into our game
St. Thomas Aquinas High
plans. The execution wegotoutofit
School, where he lettered in
opened a lot of eyes and built up a lot
football, basketball, \.Yrestling
of confidence in everybody."
and track. He was a highlyDeep Thought 'We're getting closer
recruited tailback who gained
as a unit even though the la5t couple
more than 3, 100 career yards
of games haven'tgone the way
and was voted the team's MVP · we've wanted them to. That will help
three consecutive years.
in the future.'.'
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Q & A.with NE ·Louisiana coach, Ed Zaunbrecher
by Tim Springer
Staff Writer

In his second year as head
coach of the Northeast Louisiana
University
Indians ,
Ed
Zaunbrecher, a former twentyyear assistant coach at Michigan
State, has compiled a career record
of 5-14. His winning percentage
may sound like a joke, but the
first year the Indians went I-A,
which was last year, they opened
the season with four straight road
games. Beginning at Colorado,
then passing through the SEC to
play Auburn and Georgia, the Indians stopped by Nevada only to
remain consistent and return home
. 0-4 in their first year as a I-A
powerless foo1ball team. Scheduling has played a major role in
allowing the NLU Indians to be

the whipping boys of the I-A division. Hoping to pass that torch to
the Golden Knights and show them
what I-A football is a11 about, the
NLU Indians wi11 be welcoming
UCF to their 30,000 seat home
field known as Malone Stadium
for a homecoming showdown.
We had an opportunity to
speak with coach Zaunbrectier and
this is what he had to say:
Central Florida Future: A
2-6 record probably isn't where
you hoped to be at this point. Overall how ,do you feel about this
year's team?
Ed Zaunbrecher: Well,
we've played very well offensively
and very poorly defensively which
has led us to a 2-6 season. We're
involved in too many high scoring
games and we can't score enough
points to win, especially when the

other team is scoring 50.
CFF: Last weekend youroffense put up 486 total yards against
Northwestern State. With most of
the production coming in the second-half, would you consider your
team to get better as the game
goes on?
EZ: Well, it has occured
that way a few games, but other
games we played better in the firsthalf. So there's no real pattern to
it. If we could get two solid halves

Aug. 31
.Sept. 9
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct.14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.11
Nov.18

Opponent

CFF: What kind of season
is your quarterback Raymond
Philyaw having?
EZ: He's having an excellent season ... ranked in the top 10
in passing and passing efficiency.
He's really done a fine job for us.

Time

40-32 over EKU
35-21 over C-N
46-14 lo~ to FSU
49-7 I~ to McNeese
41-14 over Samford
7-6 lo~ to Liberty
45-14 Io~ to Hawaii
at Northeast Louisiana
Bethune-Cookman
Troy State
Maine

the rigors of making the jump to IA, can you offer UCF football
some insight on what to expect?
EZ:Watch your scheduling
... and I think they've they done
that. There is a lot of teams on
their schedule that they can play
with. They don't have any
Colorado's and Auburns, teams
you don't really have too much of
a chance against. (Chuckling) Tell
Mr. [Steve] Sloan I'll trade schedules with him.

of football we'd be better, but until . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
westartstoppingpeopleitdoesn't
matter.

1995 UCF Football Schedule
Date

CFF: Wide receiver Step fret
Williams seems to be his main
target. How's he doing up to this
.
point?
EZ:He has set al I the school
receiving recorµs. He broke some
of them last year and hejust keeps
piling on topofem'. I think he'll be
a high draft pick next year, as far
as a number one it's hard to say . I
do know he'l I make a lot of money
next year.
CFF: Having experienced

7p.m.
1 p.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 a.m.
8p.m.
4p.m. .
4p.m.
4p.m.

Through the eyes of coac
~ Al
an~ G 00Ch~
.

•Talk about any newcomers A opponent this season. They have
to the-team, and what they bring off an explosive offense with good
the bench.
backs and a future NFL player,
Gooch: Mark Williams con- Stepfret Williams, at wide receiver.
tinues to consistently lead the spe- We must be able to work their line
cial teams. Freshman tackle Willie and stop the long ball to their reJones has mov.ed up to varsity two ceivers. On offense, we have to
weeks ago and has been contribut- keep them off balance with a good
ing positive play on the offensive mix of the run and the pass . NLU
line..
defense has given up some rushing
•What was the strongest area yards, however, they beat Missislast week, and what was a let down? sippi State and took Missouri to the
Gooch: Hawaii ran the flex wire.
boneoptionoffenseextremelywell,
•Was there anything imporand their quarterback came into the tant that may have tu med the tide of
game leading the nation in scoring. the game?
Their defensive line also did a good · - · - Gooch: Hawaii had dedicated the game to their starting free
job of pushing the pass.
•Briefly talk about NE Loui- safety, who was diagnosed with
siana and what your strategy might cancer the week of our game. He
be.
·
talked before the game with the
Gooch: They are our third I- entire Hawaii team .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
.
Updated Depth Chart
•
•••
•
•
•
•
OFFENSE
•
••
•
Reginald Doster
WR Mike Huff
••
Mark Nonsant
WR Eddie Keyes
•
TE
TB
FB
QB
RT
RG

c

LG
LT

CB
CB
SS
FS
• LB
LB
LB
DE
DT
DT
DE

Joey Hubbard
Scott Braun
Marquette Smith Mike Grant
Donald Huzzie
GerodDavis
Daunte Culpepper Kevin Reid
Matt Wittman
Cornell Green
Greg Harper
Chris Tabscott
Steve Wagner
Alex Galvez
Ryan Gillis
Marcus Jenkins
Kevin Stewart

••
•
•

•
••

DEFENSE
Louis Lubin
Allen Powell
Darryl Latimore Willie Washington
Donnell Washington Adrian Ellis
Kenton Rickerson Deon Porter
Mark Williams
Nakia Reddick
Kendrick Thomas Shane Moore
Matt Gulla
John Bryant
Anthony Cooks Jameil McWhorter
Robert Braucht Jerod Durant
Corries Hardy
Tarvares Tate
•
Jermaine Benoit
Emil Ekiyor

•
p
K
KR

•
•

SPECIALISTS
Charlie Pierce
Charlie Pierce
Johnie Presley/Mike Grant

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

RADIO .
Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The rream,
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WHOO 990. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star"Gaiy Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jeny O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.
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UCF attempts to regroup before
hitting the road to face Indians
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Assistant sports editor

photo/HUNT

The Golden Knights had a hard time stopping the option Saturday against
Hawaii~ The Rainbow Warriors racked up 368 yards on 61 rushing attempts.

The good news for the battle-weary University of Central Florida Golden Knights is that
Saturday's game at Northeast Louisiana will
mark the last time they must play a Division I-A
school. The bad news is that UCF has been
spanked by the previous two I-A opponents by
a combined score of 91-28. Those numbers are
notveryassuringgoingintoamust-wingamefor
the Knights.
During the preseason, head coach Gene
McDowell looked at the schedule and penciled
in tentative wins and losses with some toss ups.
At best, he figured that his Knights could finish
the season 8-3. At wo~st-he planned on 6-5, but
7-4 is ideally where he wants to end up. With
UCF cun-ently at3-4, the Knights need to win the
rest of its games to achieve that goal.
'The Liberty game is not one that I had
counted on losing," McDowell said referring to
UCF's 7-6 loss against the Liberty Flames two
weeks ago. "You' re flirting with a losing season
if you lose to one of the preseason W's."
UCF has had only one losing season
during McDowell's 10 year reign. Although
talking about finishing with a losing record now
might be a bit drastic, there is cause for concern.
"Other than the Liberty game, we are
about where we should've been," McDowell
said. 'We've got lo mak~ up for that game
somehow."
Makingupagarne~gainstNLU would be
perfect, but that is a tall challenge forthe Knights,
especially after the pounding UCF got from
Hawaii.
'We're as banged up as we've ever been.
I don't know if it is serious or not," McDowell
explained. ''They [Hawaii] have tUrf, and we"re
as' hobbled as I've ever seen."
Receivers Eddie Keyes and Reginald
Doster are still hobbled. They will probably play

this Saturday, but McDowell is not sure which
receivers will be starting. Defensive end Anthony Cooks left last Saturday's game with a
sprained ankle and is questionable for this week's
game. Marquette Smith's knee is back to normal, and he will start.
Adding to this week's challenge is the fact
that the Knights are behind in preparation becauseof thelongHawaii trip. As farasMcDowell
can tell, the Indians are a gQOd team. They have
been at the I-A level for four years now and have
85 scholarship athletes. NLU posted a big win
against Mississippi State this season, but they
also have two losses against I-AA teams.
The Knights were able to ambush the
Indians last season with some helpful motivation~ When UCF sludged across the rain-soaked
field in Louisiana last year for its final walkthrough practice before the game, someone had
jokingly turned on the scoreboard with a score
reading Indians l50, Knights 0. That got UCF
fired up. This year though, the Indians will be
fired up, especially because it is their homecoming.
'We caught them by surprise last year,"
McDowell said. "I don't think that will _happen
this year."
Key for rpe Knights will be shutting down
Stepfret Williams, NLU:s NFL Draft Report
All-American receiver. He has 54 receptions
and 11 touchdowns on the year and a national
· best 264 yards receiving in one game.
last year NLU' s passing game was not a
factorduetoinclement weather.MarquetteSmith
won the game for UCF, churning up 150 yards
on the muddy field. The Indians are susceptible
to the ground game this year as well, giving up
263 yards-a-game.
UCF and Marquette Smith will definitely
need a good game if the.Knights want to win the
game and keep the slim hope of the playoffs
alive.
A little rain wouldn't hurt either.
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UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Ma s Sunday
I I am PH I 15 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room 101.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051
Attention All Students! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships are now available. All
students are eligible. Let us help.
For more info call: 1-800-263-6495
ext.F54181

Bed-Queen or Full Set
NEVER USED MUST SELL!
$135.00 pager 570-6378

Hello ...
IF I could show you a way to
eliminate your long distance bill
without changing your carrier,
would you be interested? IF I
could show you a way to earn
$200. to $3,000. weekly, by
sharing with others how to
eliminate their long distance bill,
would you be interested? IF you
answered yes to any of these
questions then you need to take a
min1.;1te and call for more
information.
Call "James" at 1-800-715-8313

Autos
Lexus ES250 1990 76K new
engine all options Call Mike or
Tony 273-4020 asking I I ,900
OBO

Soap opera preview & review
24 hr news on all day/eve soaps
1-900-388-2700 Ext 9053 $2.99
min 18+ servu 619-645-8434
Meet the girl or guy
of your dreams now! 24 hrs
Leave or retrieve messages of
attractive singles in your area 1900-255-8585 Ext 5982 $2.99
min 18+ servu 619-645-8484

Earn $500 wk +Bonuses
Fast growing art co. seeks
Honda Ci vie LX '85 1500 12
motivated people to earn big
valve Sap 2dr runs excellent must
dollars part time.
sell $1200. Please call 678-0180
UCF Cricket Club for info 568240-1091
Christian-male 30-something
1495 - Join now to play in Central i - - - - - - - - - - - - Black 5'9 170 lbs. N/S N/D no
Earn $200/day part-time! No
Florida Cricket League-Chris
Inside sales repscouch-potato. Like sports, music
joke--it's
easy! It's fun! InterPersad
and fun. Seeks White/Hisp
ested?! For more info., can us
Work for a leader in the telecomKCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
girlfriend 20-40 for LTR possible
today at 677-8276!
munications field and one of
POETS, NOVELISTS
1----,-------------1 marriage 869-5681 or beeper 645Orlando's top ten companies! Ths i--------------1
SCREENWRITERS
9176
Put your picture on your resume.
PhoneRepsis an inside sales position in a
Writer's Workshop meets every
Resume service. 679-9344
Full or part time. Don't let your
business to business environment.
Tuesday 4 pm, HFA 305B
education be the only item on ·.
Program hours are 8 am to 4:30
All are welcome.
Resumes written and printed nine
your
resume. Work for a fortune
pm Mon.-Fri., no weekends.
For more info: Michael 857-9876
years exp. in. Human resources and
500 company and start building
Opportunity for advancement into
career consulting 677-9323
Balfy's special·limited program for
your
career today. You can be a 1---------------1 students and residents. Call. Walter
Quality Assurance, S~per-vision
297-8400.
full time student and still work
and Management. Call Troy at
Guy's want to talk?
for
NORRELL
Services
at
our
NORRELL services TODAY!!
We want to listen!
FUN EASY EXERCISE
newest telecenter. We offer
384-8549
M/F wanted to fill a 2 bedroom,
Call
live
girls
now!
24
hrs.
Send
$2 to Juggling the World PO
$7 .00/hr. base salary plus
one bath apt vacancy, cheap rent
1-900-378-2500
Ext.
6258
Box 4212 WP 32793
monthly bonus, paid training,
Good money/ fun atmosphere
need someone ASAP; no pets.
$3.99
min
18+
servu
619-645
paid vacation and service bonus!
Deposit required for H20, phone, New sports bar opening across the
8434:
Fundraiser
This is a professional working
street from UCF in UC7 plaza.
electric, & 1st months rent. Call
- - Have fun earning $500 +in a
environment. Benefits available.
Looking for bartenders, waitresses
382-2945 from 11-rnidnight
NHL NFL NBA
week! Student organizations
and cooks. Accepting applications
Cal1 Troy today for an immedi- .
Score
points
trivia game 24 hrs
needed for mk.tg project on
on October 29 at 12233 University
ate interview! 384-8549
Call 1-900-388-2700 Ext 9055
campus. Must be motivated and
Blvd. For more info. call 290-2964
$2.99 min 18+ servu 619-645- · organized. Call 800-592-212 ext.
8434
313
Creative Business Opportunity
Travel Abroad And Work . earn income working at home.
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
Ladies I 4KT ring, yellow gold,
Send $1.00 & SASE to Opportunibasic conversational English in
BE THE STAR OF THE
white
gold trim, round diamond,
ties 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
.37 carat, high rated color &
Fl32826
teaching background or Asian
clarity,
$650, 1/2 ofretail! Call
languages required. For informa281-7025
tion cal I: (206). 63 1- 1146 ext.
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
sm ke machines • coHins • webs • haunted house props
154182
your/ I st week inc'rease
cob web machine~ • .wigs • pr~l,ssional tangs
Golf Clubs
expotentially from there. PT/FT. 1---------------t
have make-up, maski everything you'll need/
Wilson T2000- Full set w/bag
Have been booking travel for
Babysitter-For 2 girls ages 5 & 8
& extras. Like new $150
several fortune 500 companies:
one or two eves a week
RENT
COSTUME FROM
Call 273-1424
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and CocaMaitland 539-0052
Cola This~themo~rocksolid ~---~~------~-~---~~---~
opportunity you're going to find.
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436

Other

·For Rent

Help Wanted

For Sale

HALLOWEEN PARTY
a

YOUR

Cruise Ships Hiring - Earn up to
$2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call 1206-634-0468 ext. C54 l 82

NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Grand Opening Special

Student Rep- Market Compact
Discs Cassettes. Work part time
earn full time. 407-351-4022
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products at
home. No experience. Info 1504-646-1700 DEPT. Fl-307

F-REE MONE~ FOR COL.L.EGE

Billions to be claimed
All ~tudents quality
$350 guaranteed

$5 off Full Set of Nails
$35. 1 month unlimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails
00

-. lOl l tOCKWOOD· BLVD. O\llEDO ··· ·
. . . .365-9755 - .
. _·._: »:
.

for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

~~--~~~-..,..~-~~~~----'------'---~---~

·-- - - . . .-- ~ - - ---:--::-- - - -:--:-- - - . -· - - -· - --· -- - - - - - ~ - - - ··- -- -- ·-·-- - - - -· -· - - - - - - -1
'~ssirTzedAdve•tiszng
Pteasech~oneofthefollowing:
.
~
I
_i...., ~
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_Greek Comer
_Personals
CtU
1

Dorm

_For Sale
_Singles

_Services
_Tutors .

_Autos
_Roommates

_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to nm the foHowing dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES: $1 per lin~ for UCF studentS, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
1187 5 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

~- -

---

- - - - - - - - - -

- - ----

an.d phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Name,
- -address,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~
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Sanday, DctnDer 2~ 12.·00~ 7.·00pm
·~t la~e Claire(I.neated nn Gemini Blvd Near Gree~ Pad) ·
Perfbrmern include: D~a, ExadaB, EmphaBiB, And CariMean [~laBinn
free ID fhe PaMfc •CariMean fnad and fllerchandiBe an Sale
· free Pading at the UCF Arena
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Screams, Chllls and Terror at Universal Studios

by CINDY ELAVSKY
Staff writer

Have you ever seen 'The Rat Lady" up
close and personal? Well, I haven' t. I had my
eyes closed. But it was scary, nevertheless.
Of course, I'm talking about Universal
Studios' Halloween Horror Nights. A huge,
after-hours haunted house in the back lot of
Universal Studios, the 5th annual mecca for
ghosts and goblins runs through Halloween
night (Oct 26-31 ). It has been billed as one of
America's top six scariest haunts, featuring
more than 200 roving monsters, four haunted
houses and dozensofbizarre shows and frightening attractions.
Most of the park's street lamps are
either turned off or contai n orange light bulbs.
Monsters jump out at you from dark comers
and from behind other park-goers. So don't
get lost in the back alleys of New York Ci ty,
because you will soon have company.
Each of the four haunted houses are
equally frightening, although the lines are a
bit long (it is a theme park). However, don 't
forget that the r~g ular rides are still operating.
Be sure to ride Jaws at night - things are ·
always scarier in the dark.
.
Make time to stop by Beetlejuice and
Bill and Ted's stage shows. They are a Halloween hoot with audience participation and
witty improvisation.
But most of all, have fun! Once you're
able to master the art of maneuvering around
the prepubescent crowds, you' 11 be on.your
courtesy/ UNIVERSAL
way to having a fiendishly good time. I give The "Demon Knight 11 (above) is among the plethora of
Halloween Horror Nights 5, two (dismem- goblins and ghouls (right) at this year's hauntfest at
bered) thumbs up.
Universal Studios.Florida.
·

.-1

UNIVERSITY OF ORLANDO
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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SCHOOL OF LAW

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.

Turning Dreams into Reality...
Contact Director of Admissions
John B. Luzzi, Esq.
(407) 678-5600
6441 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32807

•Wide Area Coverage
~ Unlimited Calls
• Only $9.99/ Monthly

')
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by MIKE WHITE

Radio exposure for a punk band
known for complex song structure and dissonant guitar chordSome bands have the ability ing is both unexpected and
to win a crowd over, even when unfazing.
the crowd has no clue about who
"I've sti11 only heard us on
they are, through sheer aggres- the radio once," Bulgrien said.
sion and energeti c musician ship. "We' re kind of detatched from it.
Seaweed is exactly that type of It's cool. I grew up listening to the
band and did exactly that during radio. In the' 80s, them usic turned
this summer's Warped tour.
to crap. Cooler music is now getPlaying to audiences largely ting played again."
unfamiliar with them or
Spanaway is
their music, Seaweed
·filled -:Vith catchy
made tons of
songs that stay
The Warped
new fans with
far
away
an incredible
from
the
live show. The
typical
Orlando stop
three- chord
rock,
was no excepsong struction, with kids
ture used by
moshing to every
so many postsong. They reNirvana punk
turn to Orlando this
bands. Although
week for a gig at The Club at
they carry punk credentials,
Firestone.
their sound is big and loud, not
"The Warped Tour was unlike Kiss or Led Zeppelin. Guifun," bassist Bob Bulgrien said in tarists Wade Neal and John Atkins
a phone interview, from a rest rarely play the same line, opting
stop somewhere in the U.S. "It for sonic tapestries of thick guitar
was like a punk rock, circus·sum- chords and single-note melodies.
mer camp. At the same time, it The band makes a conscious efwas hard because a lot of people fort to make their music interestdidn't know who we were and the ing.
new album (Spanaway) wasn'tout
"We spent a lot longer on
yet."
this record than any of the others.
Any fans that didn't catch We tried to break away from the
them on the Warped tour have formula," Bulgrien said. "We try
probably heard the first single to make it interesting. When we
"Start With," on radio. For the first started, we all played the same
first time, the band's music is be- thihg. Now we all do our own
'\
ing played alongside the likes of thing."
the more popular modern rock.
Producer Adam Kasper

CID

~l®Hil~

Music editor

Thursday
Spider Monkey
at Sunset Strip
What It ls
at Sapphire
Shock Loosers
at The Mill.

Friday
KMFDM
·wI Genitortures
at Embassy
Cheny Poppin' Daddies
at Sapphire
The Leers
at The Mill

Tourwas ... like
a punk
ctrci.ls swnmer

Saturday
Carpe Diem
at Yab Yum
The Silos
at Go Lounge
Cyberplant
wI Chemical R>ros.
at Embassy

courtesy /Hollywood

Seaweed relaxes in their hometown of Tacoma.

(Soundgarden) and mixer Andy
Wallace (Nirvana) helped make
Spanaway the best Seaweed effort yet. The level of production
matches their song writing.
"Adam was great," lead vocalist Aaron Stauffer said right
after Spanaway was released. "He
worked as hard as we did~. He's the
best producer I've ever worked
with. And Andy Wallace makes
the ultimate loud rock record."
W.ith punk rock's current

popularity, Seaweed warily acknowledge they are part of the
genre but know they are more
than another punk band.
"We're a punk band, but
we're a rock band," Bulgrien said,
unashamed. "Punk rock is mainstream these days. It's not as punk
as it used to be. The bands sleep at
motels instead of on floors."
Seaweed plays The Club
at Firestone at 8 p.m. Friday
with Joe Popp .

Sunday
Steve Burry
at The Mill

Monday
Cosmic Psychos
at Sapphire
Axis night
at The Club

. FAMILY DE:
NTA·L..OFFICE \
.

. .. .

An e~traordinary encounter
witn another human:being ..

.

.

~

~

ALL Phases of Dentistry
• Preventive
•Cosmetic
• Restorative
MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED
EMERGENCIES WELCOME

Includes
• 2 Bite Wing X-Rays
• 2 Periapical X-Rays

00212
00220

AbBf.TS
"'

SAVE $50 Reg. $95
• Complete Examination oono
1
• Cleaning 00 20
New Patients Only• Expires Sept. 28, 1995

SPECIAL DENTAL RATES FOR UCF STUDENTS
Includes

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL

$35

• X-Rays 00212100220
• Complete Examination
and Orthodonic Screening 00110
SAVE $45 Reg. $80
• Fluoride Treatment 01201
• Cleaning 01120
New Patients Only• Expires Sept. 28, 1995

Dr. Patel D.D.S., P.A.
niversity Park Plaza (Albertsons Supermarket formerly X-tra
541 S. Semoran Blvd.• Winter Park

679-1308
ALL SERVICES BY FLORIDA LICENSED GENERAL DENTISTRY
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO .
REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR BE REEMBERSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER
SERVICE, EXAMl~JATION, OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTidMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED
FEE OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT.

Bord~r

4250 ALAFAYATRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)
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Cantina Mexican Restaurant
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Opens October 27 At Theatres Everywhere!

.Best l\!exica.n Food in. Central Florida
-----DAILY SPECIALS----

<sl .00 ICEHOUSE DRAFT &$2.00 MARGARIT~
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333
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If ain'f all
blacli&
Wbifc
by MIKE WHITE
Music editor

First Kurt Cobain and now
this. Twoofthebetterbandsofthe
'90s wiped out. Not to mention
that I was supposed to interview
Blind Melon Mor:iday. Needless
to say, the interview was canceled. I know their new album
wasn'tdoingwell, butlthoughtit
was excellent, despite the heavy
Zep influence. Their first album
was incredible, too. I must have
listened to ii hundreds of times.
Oh, well. What can you do? I just
wish people would stop judging
Shannon Hoon. The same thing
happened when Kurt Cobain died.
Peoplewanttositinjudgmentand
say what a terrible person he was.

October 26, 1995

The fibbers and Her Royal Geraldine
we have a different sound."
The group started out by releasing a I 0-inch disc, Get Thee
Putting the Geraldine Fibbers Gone, a four-song EP (on Sympainto a specific musical category is thy For the Record Industry) and
certainly a hard job, considering .later released a 7-inch single,
their music ranges from punk to "Fancy" and "They Suck" (on Big
Jesus). Both have been compiled
Appalachian dirge.
The Fibbers started out as a and plan to be rereleased by
side project and only practiced a England's Hut Records. They
couple nights a week. After Fibber's quickly grew to a more serious job
frontwoman Carla Bozulich' s broke after garnering a record contract with
from her former band, Ethyl Virgin Records. More recently, The
Meatplow, the band has quickly Fibbers have gained new found folpropelled themselves into the main- lowers and recogni6on by performstream . With Bozulich, guitarist
Daniel Keenan and bassist Bill
Tutton (both from the L.A. punk
group Glue), drummer Kevin
Fitzgerald (out of the new wave
band Further) and violinist Jessey
Greene, The Fibbers have moved
into a new realm - a "country"
influence.
AccordingtoBozulich, ''This
works out great because we all have
really diverse tastes in music, and I
think that all of us coming from
courtesy/ VIRGIN
· different bands is part of the reason The Geraldine Fibbers
by JEFF DETHUIN
Staff writer

ing at Britain's Reading Festival. palachian waltz, "OutsideofTown."
They also were a side act on the She says, "You smile so sweetly my
mama would say I But your my
1995 Lollapalooza tour.
The Fibbers current album, vticked little girl." Other highlights
lostSomewhereBetweenTheEarth on the album include, "The French
and My Home, is an album which Song" and the band's first single
satisfies the country jonses of the "Dragon Lady."
The Geraldine Fibbers havejust
band while still enhancing their
musical diversity. "A Song About completed a cross-country tour with
Walls" is a tune which can be her- . part-time mechanic, punk legend Mike
alded as more of southern rock Watt, who Bozulich is very fond off.
song than country. Throughoutlost "Me and Mike grew up in the same
Somewhere, Bozulich shows strong town (San Pedro, California)," says
lyrical clarity, especially in the Ap- Bozul'ch, ''I'veknown him for years."

a

. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - -

One friend of min~ said, "I hope
those drugs were· worth it. He's
dead and his wife and kid are
without a husband and a father."
Come off of it. When someone
dies of colon cancer, lung cancer
or heart disease, we don't usually
judge them or say, "I hope those
cheese steaks were worth it."
Aargh!

./}

WITH YOUR COLLEGE l.D..

r
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Joe Popp, one of the better
bands from the thriving Tampa
Bay/St. Pete music scene, has been
making inroads into the fledgling
Orlando scene. The band is comprised of veterans from the Tampa
scene. VocalistguitaristJoePopp ,.
is f01merly of dogs on ice and
bassist Martin Rice and drummer
JeffWoodplayedinSmashmouth.
Their album Complex Machine has received raves in regional publications as well national mags like Billboard. Friday night they will open for Seaweed and Saturday night they will
play a BFD gig at the Hard Rock
Cafe.
Tht'.Y are a pop punk band
with a live show that are known
for exciting live shows filled with
sweat.
"We are real energetic on
stage," Rice said. "We're constantly moving."
The band is trying to
slowly expand its way out of
the Tam pa area in to the
Southeast region. They don't
want to move too fast and
tour nationally.
"We don't want to go
out on a rinky-dinky tour and
play to nobody." Rice said.
"Until we can have distribution around the country, we
, are going to try to do the best I
we can in our region."

@_§)10Q~~

a nightclub wi.th an

1108 South Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, Florida

114 Mile south
of the E-W Exp. on "THE TRAIL"
COMPLEX

For Information Call: (407) 843-2934 .
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-EdwardJam£S Olmos
stands andddivefs

•

by DEANG. LEWIS
Staff writer

•
'Journey with me into the mind of a film maniac. A film boy.
The winds of change are among us. Usually this time of
year, the Halloween/Hollywood mix includes a hag of stale
candy: A Nightmare on Elm Street sequel, a Dracula remake, a
Halloween sequel and some Vamp flickery. Well, Oldman's a
red sinner, Mr. Meyers showed up just before hockey season
started and his pathetic vehicle crashed, and Wes kicked Freddy
to the curb and replaced him with Eddie. In a way, I guess the
mix is still here- it's just recycled candy from some disguised
corporate trick-or-treaters.

*** Vampire in Brooklyn

(R)

Eddie and Wes? Not exactly your dream team, but Vampire in Brooklyn is daryrn wacky. Wes Craven puts up a B-movie
type front, not taking ~he script too serious, and blends in enough
satire to make the film enjoyable.
Max (Eddie Murphy), the last vampire in the world, is on
a quest- to find his mortal bride. Angela "really big muscles"
Bassett plays Max's wanna-be honey. The story isn't important,
this was obvious from the start (Eddie Murphy as a vampire ...
whatever).
Anyway, Wes, who hasn't been taking this horror gig too
seriously lately (A New Nightmare), continues. And thankfully,
because in these days of revamped no-thrill thrillers, when
someone does attempt a fright flick, it's an embarrassment.

Eddie Murphy in Vampire in Brooklyn
Making a joke out of this crap is a promising trend. Ed and
Angie move the story along. But Kadeem Hardison (White Men
Can't Jump) and John Witherspoon (I'm Gonna Git You Sucka)
keep you sucked in. Hardison, as Julius, Max's do-ghoul-boy,
slowly deteriorates, at one point his hand falls off while washing
Max's limo. Julius, who looks like he walked off the set of a
Thriller video, is a running gag. His falling out, though, doesn't
get old, the one-liners are continuously solid. Witherspoon
impresses equally. As Julius' Uncle, he's a crack fest of humor.
Every scene he's in, is his. He's almost too much.
If these two guys don't bite, Eddie still has it. After his
disastrously tasteless Cop sequel, Eddie makes a striking come. back. His smooth, devilish-accented vampire is very luring.and
likeable. He's poised and his presence reminds you of his earlier
days in Cop I and 48 HRS. As Max, Eddie shows he can still act
and carry a film. But like Coming to America, Eddie's best stuff
is when he ta)ces up smaller roles. The peak of Vampire's hilarity
comes when Max evolves into a drunken Reverend, "Evil is
good ... a good piece of ass is good," he shouts.

-Watch out for Goldeneye passes?
-Get out your dice, Casino is on a roll?
-What's up with Powder-The Albino Starnuin?
-CINDY IS COMING!

Oct27-Copycat, Powder, Three Wishes, Vampire inBrooklyn

In the many masks of actor
Edward James Olmos - an unassuming fugitive, a burnt-out police
lieutenant, an inspirational math
teacher, a hardened criminal, an
environmental activist and astrongwilled patriarch- there lies but one
face, a survivor panting, trouncing
and pumping iron in a world where
one must forge a tie between performance and social responsibility.
Olmos' film credits are sparse at
best, yet those roles he chooses are
memorable and distinct. His presence beats like a rabid heart hungry
for attention, and deservedly so,
because he carries the screen alone .
with mere intensity and power.
Edward James Olmos' film
work dates back as early as 1981,
with parts in Wolfen (with co-star
Albert Finney) and 'Zoot Suit, a
musical-drama (directed by Luis
Valdez) based on a 1942 incident in
which Chicano gang members were
shipped to San Quentin for execution. A year later, he starred in Ridley Scott's visionary sci-fi thriller
Blade Runner, and The Ballad of
Gregorio Cortez, a little independent film thal seemed to strengthen
Olmos'. flair for risky, often ordinary butneverflashyparts. Through

the last 14 years, in a good number
of his films, Olmos has chosen to
play real-life characters ---:--- a decision that has spawned some of his
best performances.
In l 988, Olmos won a well-

Edward James Olmos will·
speak at the UCF Arena
Friday at 8:00 p.m.
deserved ·Oscar nomination as Best
Actor for his passionate portrayal of
Jaime Escalante, a displaced electronics worker who pushed his classroom of underachievers at an East
C~ntral Los Angeles high schoor
through the concepts of calculus in
preparation forthestate's Advanced
Placement Test. Scripted by Ramon
Menendez (who also directed) and
Tom Musca, Stand and Deli1•er

presents its characters in remarkable fashion. The script knows how
to stick with the dramatics of
Escalante's true-life deeds, both in
and out of school. Powered by
Olmos' right-on-target depiction of
an ordinary man made a hero in
seemingly extraordinary circumstances, the film never loses its sight
of accuracy. Furthertnore, it tries
hard and succeeds in staying away
from the generic schlock common
in big-name Hollywood productions. As a warrior in an indisposed society, the boundaries of
ghetto ill and gaunt from a shortage of educative prowess. Olmos
transforms Jaime Escalante into
an intelligent, gentler and kinder
Rocky.
As a soft-spoken but serious Lieutenant Castillo on NBC' s
Miami Vice, Olmos hung with
two of the toughest p~ime~time
cops during most of the '80s. His
role as Crockett and Tubbs' (Don
Johnson and Philip Michael Thomas) superior won him critical
raves and opportunities to stretch
his film credentials even more.
After the successes of Miami Vice
and Stand and Deliver, Olmos
continued his passion for playing
characters smitten by simplicity

see OLMOS, F-6
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111e P'unerican Plmt'
As the weeks wear on, they frolic
PegO' Keefis brilliant as Eva Adler.
lakeside, drink tea and Nick even teaches Lili As she convinces characterE to take her
to swim. Soon, Nick is being pu11ed in two side, the audience finds themselves being
In the 1960s, everyone had a vision of directions - taking care of the seemingly pulled in, too. Her calculating manner and
he American Dream: a spouse, a car, a house helpless Lili and standing up to Eva's black- convincing German accent (although at
nd two children. The husband worked, and mailing. The audience ponders the question, times it is so thick that it is difficult to
he wife stayed home keeping house. If you ."Will they end up together?"
understand her) make for a complex viieren't married by 25, you were destined to
e an old maid. Today, most families do not
ollow the blueprints of this plan.
Theatre Downtown's production ofThe
American Plan brings us back to those conentions of the '60s. Our heroine, Lili Adler
played by Rebecca Tingley), is a naive,
lightly off-balance, weak-willed woman. She
etsherdomineeringmother,Eva(powerfully
'. ortrayed by Peg O' Keet), run her life. She
om plains about her life, but does nothing to
hangeit. Since she has no lifeofherown, she
pies on the guests of the hotel across the Jake
rom her family's summer home.
She has her eye on a particular hotel guest,
ick Patterson (admirably played by Bill
. photo/SULLIVAN
atterson), who she often watches as he swims
Rebecca Tingley and Bill Patterson star in Theatre Downtown's
n her side of the Jake. They strike up a friendproduction of "The American Plan."
hip, which quickly develops into romance.
y CINDY ELA VSKY

lain. However, it is hard not to like her.
Other notable performances are given by
Olgia Campbell and Paul Hope. Campbell's
witty portrayal of the ever-present and wise
housek~per, Olivia, provides many oftheplay's
laughs as well as tender moments. Hope's fasttalking Gil is like a loose-jawed game ~how host.
There are some effective moments between Patterson and Tingley, but most come late
in the play. Their final scene together is especially poignant and heartbreaking.
There is a lot to be said for The American
Plan. While we all may not be searching for the
American Dream, most of tis are still searching
for happiness. But as Eva has taught Lili, happiness exists - but for other people.
The Americ~n Plan runs through November 4 at Theatre Downtown, 2113 N. Orange
Avenue. For reservations or more information,
call 841-0083.

Olmos backs up
'Stand and Deliver'
and the social identity bug. What
fol1owed were such important
films as Triumph of the Spirit
( 1990), American Me ( 1992,
his impressive directorial debut
chronicling the doomed life of a
career criminal), The Burning
Season (a 1994 HBO Ori·ginal
which he won a Golden Globe
for Best Supporting Actor as
real-life activist Wilson
Pinheiro) and most recently, My
Family ( 1995), a Godfatheresque epic spanning half a century in the life of a Latin clan.
His films have proven that
hard work and devotion in interpreting the social consciousness of the common man are
important in delivering solid
performances. Olmos is mosl
effective in stories that showcase its characters as multi-dimensional martyrs guarding the
limelight of a rich and satisfying Spanish heritage.
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Week eight of NFL action
had to be one of the strangest I have
ever seen. The Phins lost to the Jets,
it was snowing in Denver (it is still
October, isn't it?), the Jaguars beat
Cleveland and Elvis was sighted. I
pulled out a 7-5 mark but pulled
away from the Sentinel's Jerry
Greene as the number one documented prognosticator in the city. I
told you UCF wouldn't get second
best. I went with New England in
the MondayNighter, therefore, my
record stands at 70 right and 39 that
went a stray. Week nine's divine
matchups:

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS @ PITTSBURGH
STEELERS Steelers favored by
7.
The getting carried away
award for week eight was uttered
during NBC's telecast of the Jags
upsetovertheBrowns: Mark Brunell
was compared to Steve Young.
That's not exactly pertinent, now is
it. I refuse to refer to Pittsburgh as
the steel curtain anymore. Maybe
the revolving door defense would
be more like it. However, an expansion team cannot take over first,
especially in the steel city. Pittsburgh 26 Jacksonville 16.

1

\,.

Vinny Testaverde is back in
Tampa. Symbolically speaking that
is. What a wonderful pass he threw
when the Brownies were driving in
a quest to tie the game. The Bengals'
Jeff Blake is solid. Carl Pickens,
Darnay Sco.tt and Tony McGee always seem to be open. Ifonly Andre
Rison could emmulate them. Who's
Rico Smith anyway? Lord, if I put
any curse on Rison and Cleveland,
let it end now. Cleveland 28 Cincinnati 26.
DALLAS
COWBOYS @
ATLANTA FALCONS Cowboys
favored by 6.
Deion debuts
in a Dallas uniform
against his first employer in a game
where he could line
up at wide receiver
as well as his usual
slot at defensive
back. Troy Aikman
and Emmitt Smith
had a week to rest
the ailing bodies and
all systems should
be on go for this one.
The Falcons are
pretty solid this year,
but no one's gonna stand in the
Boys' way. Their return to glory
starts here, and the Niners need to
recognize. Dallas 27 Atlanta 12.

@ DETROIT LIONS Lions favored by 2.
The NFC Central is one of
those conferences in which it's competitors are expected to stay in the
hunt for the division crown until the
last weeks of the season. With that
in mind the Lions are taking the
wrong path. They stand at 2-5 and
very much at the bottom of the division. If the Lions lose this one,

England 44 Carolina 17.

San Francisco 30 New Orleans
10.

BUFFALO BILLS@ MIAMI DOLPIDNS Dolphins favored by 4.
Without Marv Levy, ifl was
right about Monday Night, the Bills
are already beginning to unravel.
The Phins have lost any respect I
had for them and with consecutive
losses to New Orleans and the Jets,
and have lost any intimidation factor
they would have carried into the playoffs. Now it's a
question of whether
they will make the
playoffs. Fret not
Dolphin faithful
Pete Stoyanovich
will come up big for
you, whether or not
Dan Marino makes
it into the game or
not.
Miami 26
Buffalo 24.

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS @HOUSTON OILERS
Buccaneers favored by 2.
Tampa Bay, despite last
week's loss, is still off to its best start
this decade, but their 5-3 record is a
tad misleading. The Bucs, despite
being two up· in the win column,
have been outscored by two points
in their eight games and have seen
backup Casey Weldon win two of
their games for them. I think Trent
Dilfer and the Bucs will space that
point differential out with a big win
over the ugly Oilslicks. Tampa
Bay 34 Houston 14.
NEW YORK GIANTS@
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
Redskins favored by 5.

The Skins have done their
fans proud at RFK, taking out most
of the opponents that dare come in
to the nation's capital. The Giants
SEATTLE are trying to work themselves out of
SEAHAWKS @ the cellar and could be OK if they
ARIZONA CAR- continue to develop Tommy
DINALS Cardi- Maddox at QB. Right now, hownals favored by 4. ever, Gus Frerotte has the Washington offense rolling up and over deTwo of the· fenses, and Terry Allen is making
Wayne Fontes should be fired. The top running backs in the NFL lead his case for comeback player of the
NEW YORK JETS @ INPack is sitting on top of the pack their teams into battle for this one in year. Washington 27 New York
DIANAPOLIS COLTS Colts fathanks to franchise QB Brett Favre. the hot, desert sun of Arizona. 17.
vored by 8.
Expect them to fall back into the Seattle's Chris Warren was the
pack after this loss. Detroit 27 AFC'sleadingrusherlastyear, while
The Jets won again last week,
ST .LOUIS RAMS @ St.Louis 20.
the Cards' Garrison Hearst has fiand personally I didn't see them PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
nally come into his own. Although
winning again until sometime next Rams favored by 1.
CAROLINA PANTHERS Buddy Ryan and Dennis Erickson
@NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS are two of the game's most overseason. Jet fans shouldn't get carPatriots
favored by 9.
The
Rams
got
out
of
the
gate
rated coaches, this one has a chance
1ied aw~y with Bubby Brister. He is
like
a
house
of
fire,
but
in
the
past
not the savior New York's ~een
to be one of the more entertaining
waiting for.Jim Harbaugh has come three games the flame h_as been put
Carolina has won two straight games of the day. Seattle 20 Ariinto his own, and the 1-2 running out. Nine turnovers in theirlast three and will be trying to even up with zona 18.
CHICAGO BEARS @
punch of Roosevelt Potts and encounters have produced just one their expansion bros - the Jags Marshall Faulk will roll over the victory. Philly has planted them- on number of wins this season. No
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS MINNESOTA VIKINGS ViJets defense and bring New York's selves in the slot behind Dallas in expansion team has ever won four @ SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS . kings favored by 4.
suffering Jets back down to earth. the NFC east and have jumped into games in their first year, so it's a safe Niners favored by 11.
the wild card hunt. Rodney Peete is bet that will change this year. Drew
Indianapolis 31 New York 3.
Minnesota has been someat the helm, but it's the defense that Bledsoe and the gang are crazily
Elvis is in the house for his what of a disappointment in starting
CLEVELAND BROWNS will have Philly flying high in this hqpi ng for a second half turn around. first starting performance in front of the season atjust3-4, whiledaBears
@ CINCINNATI BENGALS one. Philadelphia 16 StLouis 10. Curtis Martin will show up for this his home crowd. Elvis Grbac had a have used Mike Ditka's scheduling
Bengals favored by 1.
one and maybe ex-CFLer Will lot of skeptics but silenced them all advantage to bulk their record up to
GREEN BAY PACKERS Moore will start producing. New in leading the Ni ners to a rout of the 5-2 and a share of the division lead.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -------.Rams and in doing so getting back a Curtis Conw.ay has looked like Jerry
hold on first place. The Saints suf- Rice catching bombs from Eric
fered the low point of their season in Kramer. Warren Moon needs to get
getting blown out by the expansion Cris Carter on track in order to rePanthers last week. The Niners won't join the NFC Norris race. Minnehave to work very hard in this win. sota 28 Chicago 20.
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Going

URLANDU UUTDUURS
suaalies
For The
Adventurous

The Family
Camping

Store
Are you the kind of person who is going places? You
have plans and dreams, but you need a degree?
Call Warner Southern College!

•

Warner Southern Gollege offers a fully accredited
Bachelor of Arts dlegree that is completed in the
evenings and on 'week-ends. With your
motivation, you r,an complete your
degree in 12-20 months.
Call today for a free information packet, a schedule of
information meetings near you, and a financlal aid kit.
Don't delay, go places!

•

~ARNER
SOUTHERN COLLEGE

1-800-520-2322

Explorer

• •. Discount

Mon-Sat

w/ this ad!

381--7977

9am-7pm

8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, R. 32807
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GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH)

$5.00 OFF
YOUR PURCHASE OF
$25.00 OR MORE
(EXPIRES 1VJ0;95)
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UCF eliminated from post-season play
following a 1-1 overtime tie with FAU
by TRAVIS BELL
Staff writer

The UCF men's soccer team
headed into a must-win situation last Monday against Florida
Atlantic. A loss to FAU would
have eliminated the Knights
from the post-season TAAC
Tournament.

the game to·win but could not capitalize. I am real happy with the way
we played."
The tie against FAU elimi-

UCF stayed with FAU
throughout the entire game, all
the way to the final horn. The
game remained scoreless at halftime, and neither team was able
to score in the second half.
FAU scored first in the
first overtime to take a 1-0 lead
after the first overtime. UCF
struck back in the second half of
overtime on a goal by Jason Kirk.
Eric Case and Nate Omodt notched
the assists on the score.
UCF, however, could only
manage a 1-1 tie for its effort while
FAU outshot UCF 21-19.
"We played well and stuck
with a good team throughout the
game," said head coach Bob Winch.
"We had some opportunities late in

by JOE JUDKOWITZ
Staff writer

The Golden Knights who
posted a victory over Stetson and tied
Florida International last week to capture the Trans America Athletic Conference Eastern Di vision title and earn
the number one seed from the TAAC

5th minute of play. The score remained 1-0 heading into halftime.
UCF evened the score in the
63rd minute on Patrick Fraley' s first
goal of the season with Omodt
and Case each earning their second assists of the week. However, Campbell scored three unanswered goals in less than I 0
minutes forthe4-l victory. Even
outshooting the Camels 19-10,
the Knights could not manage
another goal.
"We are still working very
hard in practice for our final
games;" said Winch. "It is a good
sign when the team still gets
disappointed when we lose even
though wecannotmaketheplayoffs."
x' '

The Golden Knights head into
the final week of the season without
post-season opportunity butstill have
two games to play that could allow
UCF to finish the season on a good
note.
UCF visits Georgia Southern
on Wednesday and plays its season
finale against TAAC rival Stetson

EastintheupcomingTAACwomen's
soccer tournament.
''I think winning the East with
a couple of games to go will affect us
in a positive way, because it seems
thatourteam isplayingwithalittlebit
more confidence than we were earlier
in the season," head coach _Karen
Richter said.

photo/STRODE

Even though UCF won the east they still have to face Texas
A&M, #25 in the nation, before the regular season ends.

On Friday, the University of
Alabama Crimson Tide (10-4-0) came
into town to play the Golden Knights
(7-5-4). Both teams are ranked regionally in their respective regions.
The Golden Knights struck first
in the 2 I st minute on a goal from
l..eKenya Johnson with a chip overthe
goalkeeperinsidethe18-yardbox.Amy
Jones put the Golden Knights up 2-0
on a goal in the32nd minute. With this
goal Jones tied Nancy Lay's record for
most goals in a season with 19. Jones
also tied the record for most points in a
season with 40 set by Michele Akers.
Jennifer O'Connor put what would be
the game winning goal in.to the back of
the net in the 34th minute. The assist
was awarded to Kelly Stout.
'We played a great first half,"
Richter said. "We played a smart and a
real good p<;>ssession game."
Jennifer O'Connor put what
would be the game winning goal into
the back of the net in the 34th minute.
The assist was awarded to Kelly Stout.
InthesecondhalftheTidecame
rolling back. Nikki Kubiszyn put the
Tideontheboardinthe66thminuteoff
a rebound. The Tide struck again in the
67th minute on a goal by Jennifer
Carle, but it was not enough as the
Golden Knights pu 11 out a nai I bitter by
defeating the Crimson Tide 3-2.
'We got a little comfortable
with the lead, and we had two defensive breakdowns in a very short period
of time," Richter reiterated.
The Golden Knights go on the
road to play Florida Atlantic University. The Golden Knights finish its
season at home against Dayton and
TexasA&M.
''Both teams are ranked in their
respective regions and Texas A&M is
ranked nationally in the top 25," Richter stressed.
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The Golden Knights have no chance at the post-season
after its FAU tie, but they'll cl~se out the season Saturday
against TAAC-rival Stetson.

